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An essential resource for a high school graduate, college student, or any other young adult who
needs to prepare for the financial realities of adulthood. Drawing on years of teaching personal
finance in the high school classroom, as well as valuable life experience as a young
professional, Cousineau introduces topics ranging from compound interest and mutual funds to
Roth IRAs and insurance deductibles. Each chapter contains straightforward explanations,
practical examples, revealing anecdotes, and hands-on tools that will help you to jump-start your
personal financial journey. In this book, you’ll learn:The foundational concepts of personal
finance and building wealthHow to avoid costly financial misstepsHow to budget, save, and
invest your money wiselyHow taxes and insurance workHow to prepare for life’s big
expenses Reviews "This! This is what I needed when I was in high school. It is also what I
needed when I was in college, and when I bought my first car, and when I bought my first house,
and when I opened my first credit card. Every high school student in America should have to
pass a class that uses this book. The real-world examples are relatable and make the reader feel
like they are armed with the knowledge they need. It doesn't just make you book smart. It makes
you street smart." -Stuart Draper “In How to Adult, Jake Cousineau engages readers using a
blend of storytelling, analogies, charts and research to deliver key financial lessons. Whether it's
comparing index funds to sports teams or interest to pineapple on pizza, Jake has a gift in
delivering financial advice in a way that will educate adults, you and old alike!” -NGPF Personal
Finance   

"The Lean Machine serves best as a set of tips for the project manager, but executives can also
benefit from Oosterwal's wisdom when they are trying to build a top-performing team of product
developers or engineers." --Houston Business Journal"[Oosterwal] gives business leaders
insight on supporting innovation and shows them how their companies can consistently excel at
developing innovative and profitable products and still keep employees motivated, energized
and always learning." --Biztimes Milwaukee"The author uses a friendly, conversational
approach....The lessons provided are universal and helpful for any company needing a
resurgence." --APICS Magazine--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Book DescriptionSome things never change. Harley-Davidson is still the great, iconic
American motorcycle. But like many storied companies, Harley has had to evolve to stay on top,
even to stay in existence. From near-extinction in the early eighties, it has risen to worldwide
recognition for management excellence and innovation. The Lean Machine is an inside look at
how Harley-Davidson was able to adapt in an ever-changing world and accelerate product
development. Rooted in Japanese productivity improvement techniques, Knowledge-Based
Product Development helped fuel Harley’s incredible period of sustained growth.Even after the



company earned the PDMA Corporate Innovator Award in 2003, Dantar Oosterwal, a Harley-
Davidson executive, took the improvement a quantum leap further. By implementing Lean
Product Development techniques, Harley realized an unprecedented fourfold increase in
throughput in half the time, powering annual growth of more than ten percent.In The Lean
Machine, Oosterwal shows the day-to-day transformation at Harley and identifies universal
change and improvement issues, so that companies in any industry can incorporate Knowledge-
Based Innovation—with predictably excellent results.--This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.From the Inside FlapLike many celebrated companies, Harley-
Davidson has soared, faltered, nearly died, and come back to life as a robust, iconic institution.
And like all enduring companies, it learned that the constant push to improve and innovate is
essential for staying on top—and even for staying in existence.The Lean Machine is an
intriguing, behind-the-scenes account of Harley-Davidson’s remarkable post-bankruptcy growth
period, spurred largely by radical improvements to its product development processes. As
director of product development, author Dantar Oosterwal was instrumental in applying lean
principles to the realm of product development (principles made famous by Toyota’s vaunted
production system). The result was the highly efficient and effective “Knowledge-Based Product
Development”—a revolutionary system that reduced development time by half, and quadrupled
new product development throughput.Combining a probing, nuanced examination of the product
development process with a sweeping systems approach to understanding its full scope and
impact on an organization, The Lean Machine traces the evolution that the Harley-Davidson
product development team underwent as it moved to its breakthrough process of cadence,
flows, and set-based designs, stopping along the way to:• Explore the far-reaching effect of
“firefighting,” which funnels huge amounts of time, money, and human resources into fixing last-
minute problems.• Pinpoint the hidden problem of “False Positive Feasibility,” which dooms many
projects developed with common phase-gate processes.• Explain the remarkably practical, low-
tech oobeya process for visually documenting targets, objectives, and workflow.• Uncover the
powerful results achieved by building product development on a foundation of planned,
experiential learning cycles.• Make a persuasive case for adopting a “combat planning”
approach to product development, which is better suited to turbulent conditions.Packed with
actual data, true stories, and engaging, first-person narrative, The Lean Machine gives you deep
insights and reliably effective strategies for using Knowledge-Based Product Development to
radically improve your own systems, developing more new products in much less time—and with
predictably excellent results.Dantar P. Oosterwal has led global innovation improvements as vice
president of innovation at Sara Lee and as director of product development at Harley-Davidson.
Dantar holds a B.S. degree in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Michigan, and a
master’s degree in Management from the Sloan School of Management at MIT. He lives in
Batavia, Illinois.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the
Back Cover“With a fresh American approach, based on the iconic giant, Harley Davidson,
Dantar Oosterwal makes the whole new concept of lean new product design and development



clear and doable. If new product design is the last frontier for competitive companies, The Lean
Machine is the guidebook you will want to take with you on the journey.”— Patricia E. Moody,
Fortune magazine, “Manufacturing Hero”; and author of The Big Squeeze, Powered by Honda,
and The Incredible PaybackFrom near-extinction in the early eighties, the Harley-Davidson
Company has risen to worldwide recognition for management excellence and innovation, and is
a standout leader in the realm of product development. Part personal business journal, part big-
picture analysis, and part step-by-step toolkit, The Lean Machine examines the groundbreaking
application of lean manufacturing principles to product development at Harley-Davidson—a
breakthrough that resulted in more products, faster cycles, and better quality, and that powered
annual growth of more than 10 percent.Packed with little-known details about how the company
came to reinvent the way it designs new products, and a broad overview of the fertile corporate
climate that made it possible, The Lean Machine uncovers the power of Knowledge-Based
Product Development to achieve predictable, positive results, without having to continually fix
late-breaking problems and full-blown crises. It’s a formula for outstanding success that can be
replicated or adapted to fit your own company’s needs.--This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorDANTAR P. OOSTERWAL (Batavia, IL) has led
global innovation improvements as Vice President of Innovation at Sara Lee, as well as Director
of Product Development at Harley-Davidson.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.IntroductionLearning
is not compulsory . . . neither is survival.W. Edwards DemingThis book is written with one
purpose in mind: it is intended tohelp you improve the effectiveness and efficiency of your
productdevelopment system. The objective of this book is to provide youwith the insights
necessary to develop more new products of higherquality in less time with your existing
organization. This is the storyof my personal journey of learning and discovery and is intended
toencourage you on your improvement journey, or perhaps persuade youto embark.In 2003
Harley-Davidson was awarded the Outstanding CorporateInnovator (OCI) award by the Product
Development ManagementAssociation (PDMA). The OCI award was won based onconventional
phase gate thinking.1 Through the application of leanprinciples to product development, the
same organization reducedtheir development time by half and quadrupled new product
developmentthroughput. This book provides the organizational learning practicesand the
knowledge-based development principles to enable yourorganization to achieve similar or better
results.This is a true story, not a novel. Some poetic license has beentaken in the chronology of
events to make the story meaningful to thereader because, as with any good road trip, the
learning journey doesnot necessarily happen in a neat and orderly fashion. Any learningjourney
has its fair share of wrong turns and dead ends. To convey themessage in a readable fashion our
experience is abbreviated and presentedmore linearly than it actually happened. All of the
people in thestory are real people. In some cases real names have been used torecognize and
acknowledge their contribution. In other cases nameshave been changed to protect identities.All
of the information presented in this book is actual data. If theinformation is discoverable through



publicly available sources, then theactual numbers are presented unchanged. However, if the
actual numbersare not generally available through public means, then the numbershave been
modified to convey the message without providingactual values to maintain
confidentiality.OverviewThe story has three parts: The current state of product development,the
learning environment and organizational learning fundamentals,and the principles of knowledge-
based product development. Thebook is structured to first allow you to see product development
as anintegrated system and recognize that improvement of the system isonly achieved through a
learning journey, then provide you with meansto take the journey for yourself.In Chapter 1 the
story begins with the current state of productdevelopment, based upon firsthand experience
working at a car companyI’ve chosen to call ‘‘Roaring Motors.’’ It is the way I was taughtto
develop products. It is the way almost everyone I know learned todevelop products. It is what I
see at nearly every company I visit. Thecurrent state of product development lays the foundation
for frustration,and subsequent motivation to find a way to work smarter ratherthan
harder.Chapters 2 through 7 describe the learning environment that waspresent at Harley-
Davidson and which allowed this journey of discovery.These chapters present principles of
organizational learning neces-sary to improve product development. They describe how
systemdynamics and organizational learning enable continuous improvementin product
development. The foundational elements for effective productdevelopment necessary to build a
knowledge-based developmentsystem are also described in these chapters.Chapters 8 through
16 describe the learning and discovery journeyin the application of lean principles, which
resulted in knowledge-basedproduct development. These chapters describe the principles
necessaryto make product development effective and the improvement outcomeyou should
expect.The Importance of Product DevelopmentProduct development is the lifeblood of our
companies and it fuels theeconomy. Product development is the road that innovation travels
onthe way to market. It is the key which unlocks dreams and the sparkwhich ignites the future. A
recent survey by the Product DevelopmentManagement Association (PDMA) identified that the
top performingquartile of companies in their study derive nearly 48 percent of theirsales revenue
from new products and nearly half of the company’sprofits from new products (products in the
market five years or less).2As the effective life span of products and services in today’s
marketdecreases, it drives the need for shorter product lifecycles. In somecases the
development time for new products exceeds the life expectancyof the product in the market. The
innovation rate necessary fora company to be successful is rapidly accelerating. The driver for
businesssuccess is evermore becoming a company’s ability to innovate.The Boston Consulting
Group (BCG) conducts a global survey ofsenior business leaders annually to identify the
strategic direction offirms. The results reinforce the importance of innovation; recent findingsfrom
these surveys indicate that innovation is consistently a topstrategic priority. In 2007 the BCG
survey polled 2,500 senior executivesfrom fifty-eight countries across all industries and found
that 66percent of the companies identified innovation as one of their top threestrategic initiatives.
The study also determined that over 50 percent ofthe senior executives polled believed that their



company did not innovatewell in spite of this strategic focus. Most of the respondents
indicatedthat their company did not receive the return on investment ofinnovation they expected.
A similar study by the Economist IntelligenceUnit sought to understand the connection between
innovationand company success.3 In this study, 87 percent of the senior executivespolled
identified innovation as either important or critically importantto the success of their company.
The study identified that the beneficialimpact of innovation efforts goes far beyond corporate
performanceand actually drives the national economy. The development ofnew products and
services is increasingly being identified as the enginefor growth and prosperity.Former
Commerce Secretary Carlos Gutierrez has said, ‘‘Innovationis a driver of our economy.’’4 The
role that innovation plays in theeconomy is so important that the United States Commerce
Departmenthas made the creation of a universal system of metrics to evaluatethe impact of
innovation on the economy their top priority. The importanceof innovation is echoed in a recent
Council on Competitivenessreport, which identified that as manufacturing capacity
becomesglobally available at low cost, the competitive value of manufacturingdeclines.5 This
global competitiveness study emphasizes that innovationis now the primary source of value for
United States companiesand American workers. The president of the council, Debora Wince-
Smith summarized the report by saying, ‘‘The only driver for productivitygrowth for the U.S. is our
innovation capacity.’’The need for innovation to drive economic growth goes well beyondthe
United States or the primary developed nations. China andIndia have recognized the importance
of innovation and are beginningto break out of their position as members of the underdeveloped
worldthrough investment in knowledge creation and innovation. Thesecountries are embracing a
culture of new product development by establishingfavorable laws and regulations promoting
learning and productdevelopment. China has recently become the second largestinvestor in
R&D spending, surpassing even Japan. Only the UnitedStates continues to outspend the rest of
the world as a single nation.6According to Dirk Pilat, head of the Organization for EconomicCo-
operation and Development’s (OECD) Science and TechnologyPolicy division, ‘‘The rapid rise of
China in both money spent andresearchers employed is stunning. To keep up, OECD countries
needto make their research and innovation systems more efficient and findnew ways to
stimulate innovation in today’s increasingly competitiveglobal economy.’’7Innovation has
become the driver for productivity and growth forevery developed nation, as well as for every
company that is attemptingto grow its business and control its own destiny. Whether country
orcompany, innovation is the differentiator for success. Those who donot innovate will fall behind
and will have their fate determined bythose who do. This book shares lessons and principles to
allow yourorganization to bring more innovation to market faster with fewerproblems through a
more effective and efficient product developmentsystem.For more information about the
principles enunciated in this book,see www.theleanmachine.org.--This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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PrefaceWhen I graduated from college, I didn’t know what a W-4 was, nor did I know what I was
doing when I filled one out. My ignorance was not limited to tax forms; I had no idea what a
401(k) was, didn’t have a clue how health insurance worked, and couldn’t understand the terms
of my student loans, which I had agreed to when I was seventeen years old. Because I assumed
everyone else knew these things, I hid my ignorance and adopted a fake-it-till-you-make-it
approach. While I succeeded in faking it, I never made it.Tired of being constantly broke and in
debt, I decided to read everything I could on personal finance, and I came to a couple
conclusions. First, it is absurd that this is not taught to every high schooler in America. While AP
European History or transcendental poetry may come in handy for some students, basic finance
is going to shape the future of every student. Second, this stuff is not particularly difficult to
understand. I went into this thinking you had to be a genius or math whiz to understand these
concepts, but this is not the case. Third, I realized I was not alone! As I studied personal finance,
I began speaking with my friends and colleagues and discovered nearly all of them were as
poorly informed as I was. Like me, they were embarrassed about their lack of financial
knowledge. There is a strange phenomenon where everyone feels they should know basic
finance despite the fact that almost no one is taught basic finance.Wanting to address this issue,
I launched a program at my school to educate students and prepare them for the financial
realities of adulthood. To my surprise, the class has been a hit; the students have been as eager
to learn the content as I have been to teach it. In my years teaching the class, I have learned
which explanations and examples students connect with and which approaches fall short. When
they are presented with the material in a meaningful and approachable way, students readily
grasp the concepts and understand the importance of financial literacy.Working with my
students inspired me to write this book. While there are many personal finance books currently
available, this one caters specifically to young adults and their particular needs and concerns.
As a high school teacher, the adjective I most often hear my students use to describe me is



“lame.” But the second most often used adjective is “relatable,” and that is how I would describe
this book. The lessons offered here are meant to help young adults understand the finances of
adulthood and develop skills to grow their wealth. If I had known the information in this book
when I was seventeen or even twenty-five, I would be much wealthier and less stressed than I
am now. I hope my lessons, examples, personal anecdotes, and skill-building exercises will help
readers achieve their financial goals and avoid the mistakes that I and so many others have
made.

IntroductionDo you feel completely unprepared for adulthood? Do you plan on just asking your
parents about your health insurance or how to fill out a tax form? If so, you’re in the right place.
This book is for people who feel like fools but do not want to feel like fools any longer. While
many of you may be able to execute a five-paragraph essay, recite the formula for the quadratic
equation, or recall every useless quote from your favorite Netflix show, the vast majority of
Americans enter adulthood ignorant to real-world finances. Do not panic. These topics are much
easier to understand than they seem, and by the end of this book you will be ready to take them
on.Whether you are a recent high school graduate, current college student, or young
professional pretending to know what you are doing, this book simplifies the often daunting
aspects of life that come with being an adult: interest, basic banking, paying for college,
budgeting, credit, credit cards, taxes, investing, retirement, insurance, and buying a car and
home. This book does not promise to make you millions of dollars or explain how to beat the
stock market, but it will provide you with a foundation in personal finance that will give you the
confidence to competently navigate life and avoid the financial pitfalls that doom so many
Americans.I have seen my students, who provided the sometimes funny, sometimes poignant
quotations at the beginning of each chapter, go from financially clueless teenagers to financially
savvy young adults each year in my course, and I believe this book can do the same for you.In
short, this book is about managing money, understanding finance, and helping you grow your
wealth. I sincerely hope all of you can become wealthy and accomplish your financial goals.
What I have realized, however, is that my idea of wealth and the financial goals I had when I was
a teenager were totally unrealistic or misguided. So before we begin, it is important to
understand what being wealthy actually looks like.Growing up, I thought being rich was way
more extravagant than it actually is. I thought all rich people drove luxury vehicles, lived in
gigantic houses, and wore designer clothes. While some rich people do these things, the
majority of wealthy people in America drive boring cars, live in modest homes, and dress like old
people. I also thought all rich people made millions of dollars every year. Wrong again. I now
know a person who makes $50,000 per year can be significantly wealthier than a person who
makes $150,000 per year, depending on their spending habits and lifestyles. Becoming and
staying wealthy requires discipline, time, and smart decisions.Here is an example of what a rich
50-year-old might look like: they have a steady but average job, an unexciting house that is
completely paid off, no debt of any kind, a fully funded emergency account, money to pay for



their kids’ college (if they have kids), and a couple hundred thousand dollars in a retirement fund
that they have been slowly and steadily contributing to for 25 years or longer. This may sound
dull to you, but this person is crushing it and the large majority of Americans would weep tears of
joy if they could be in such a strong financial position.This is what wealth looks like; it is not
flashy, and it takes time and commitment to build. Keep this in mind as you make your way
through the pages of this book. As much as everyone would like to make boatloads of cash and
live life like they do on their Instagram, Snapchat, or whatever-else-is-cool accounts, real wealth
feels more like comfort than extravagance. If this still seems boring, consider the following
statistics:69% of Americans have less than $1,000 in savings149% of Americans live paycheck
to paycheck237% of Americans don’t have enough cash to cover a $400 emergency325% of
adults skipped medical care, such as a visit to a doctor or dentist, in 2019 because they were
unable to afford the cost, and 22% incurred a major unexpected medical expense during the
year4If you have experienced or witnessed the stress that comes from financial hardship, you
probably already understand the value of financial stability. My hope is that the information and
lessons in this book will help prevent you from being one of the statistics above.Each chapter
describes its topic in easy-to-understand language, provides practical examples, offers a
personal experience I have had with the topic, and gives you a chance to build your skills with
your newfound knowledge. Ideally, you would read this book from cover to cover and the
information would stick with you forever, just like Jane Eyre and The Scarlet Letter. Tragically, this
is unlikely. Instead, this book can be consulted at any point in your journey through life. If you
need help creating an effective budget, pick up this book; if you do not know the difference
between a Roth and a traditional 401(k), pick up this book; if you do not know what an insurance
deductible is, pick up this book. Understanding and taking control of your financial future begins
now._____________1 Cameron Huddleston, “Survey: 69% of Americans Have Less Than
$1,000 in Savings,” GOBankingRates, December 16, 2019, .2 “Study: 53% of U.S. Adults Don’t
Have Emergency Fund,” First National Bank of Omaha, February 19, 2020, .3 “Report on the
Economic Well-Being of U.S. Households in 2019, Featuring Supplemental Data from April
2020,” Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, May 2020, .4 Federal Reserve,
“Report.”

Chapter OneInterestMy students say…Hold on. I borrow $10,000 but have to pay back
$15,000? No, no, this doesn’t sound legal.This is just punishing me for being poor.Key terms:
interest, down payment, finance, principal, annual percentage rate (APR), amortization,
compound interestWhy Do I Need to Understand This?You may be surprised to start your
financial literacy journey by learning about interest. Perhaps you expected to jump right into
budgets, taxes, or investing; maybe you are thinking that understanding interest is not as urgent
as learning about these other topics. The truth is, interest really is the backbone of personal
finance. Banking, debt, credit cards, investing, student loans, saving for retirement, creating a
budget, and buying a car or home are all based on or heavily influenced by interest. If you want



to take control of your finances and manage your money wisely, you need to understand this
concept first.Interest is the cost of borrowing money. You may be thinking, “I am not planning to
borrow money regularly, so I won’t be dealing with interest too often.” False. You will likely be
borrowing money all the time. The following are all examples of borrowing money:If you make car
payments, you have borrowed money.If you make credit card payments, you have borrowed
money.If you make student loan payments, you have borrowed money.If you make mortgage
(house) payments, you have borrowed money.Let’s use a car payment as an example. The great
majority of people who want to buy a car are going to need to borrow money to pay for it. If a
used car costs $16,000, very few people have $16,000 in their bank accounts to give to the
dealership. Instead, they agree to pay a little bit of money up front (this is called a down
payment) and pay the rest over a period of time, maybe three to five years.Table 1.1. Financing
$12,000 to buy a used carTotal costDown paymentMoney borrowed$16,000$4,000$12,000In
this example, you have financed (borrowed) $12,000 to pay for this car. The $12,000 is called
the principal, which is the original amount of money loaned. Sadly, it is not free to borrow this
money, which makes sense; why would a bank or anyone else just lend you money for free when
they could be investing it or using it for themselves? You need to pay interest. Remember,
interest is the amount of money you need to pay the lender in addition to the principal (original
loan amount).This is where APR comes in. You have probably heard APR mentioned in
advertisements before: “Buy now and receive 0.0% APR for the first 24 months!” APR stands for
annual percentage rate, and it tells you the amount of interest you will be charged annually (per
year) on the money you owe toward your principal.Something you need to be aware of as you
read this book is that interest rates change and vary by each individual. When I give examples of
interest rates and APRs throughout the book, they are based on the rates in 2020 and may not
be the same as whenever you are reading this. Regardless of the rates, interest and APRs still
function in the same way.This chapter is going to highlight the pros and cons of interest, teach
you how to use the benefits to your advantage, and explain how to avoid the consequences that
can be associated with interest.How Interest Can Be AwfulTable 1.2. Interest on a $12,000 loan
with 10% APRMoney borrowedAPRInterest per yearInterest per month$12,00010%
$1,200$100Looking at our car loan example, let’s apply 10% APR to the money you borrowed.5
As you can see in Table 1.2, the amount owed on the money borrowed does not just stay at
$12,000. In fact, it is accruing (growing) at a rate of nearly $1,200 the first year, or $100 every
month. It is going up $1,200 because $1,200 is 10% (the APR) of the $12,000 borrowed. So if
you paid only $100 per month for that car, you would never pay the car off. Every month you
would pay $100, which would only cover the interest, and you would still owe $12,000 on the
car.The not-so-awful news is that your interest is not always 10% of the amount you initially
borrowed; it is 10% of the money you owe toward your principal. Because you are going to be
lowering your principal a little bit each month, the amount you owe in interest is going to
decrease slowly as well.Table 1.3. How amortization worksIn Table 1.3, you can see that the
monthly payment is $200. In the first month, $100 of that payment went to the principal and $100



went to interest. But, importantly, that $100 toward the principal lowered the amount owed by
$100. So when you calculate the interest for the next month, you find 10% APR of the $11,900
you still owe and not the $12,000 that you originally borrowed. This slight difference lowers the
monthly interest from $100 to $99.As you make more payments and lower your principal, more
money goes toward your principal and less goes toward interest (the total payment remains the
same); this is called amortization. By the time you make your last payment of $200, it will be
almost entirely principal and nearly no interest.Because of interest, you are going to end up
paying back more than the $12,000 you borrowed. You will pay back the $12,000 plus whatever
the total interest is. The higher the APR (interest rate), the more money you will have to pay
back. When you borrow money, you want the lowest interest rate possible. As you can imagine,
high interest rates can be devastating for people, and if you are not careful you can easily end up
throwing money away to interest.How Interest Can Be IncredibleNow that I have shown you its
downsides, let me tell you about the kinder side of interest. Just like banks and other lenders
make money from giving people loans and charging interest, you can also make money by
lending your cash in the form of an investment. There is a whole section of this book that covers
investing, so for now, I will briefly cover the beauty of compound interest when it is working in
your favor. On this subject Albert Einstein reportedly said, “Compound interest is the eighth
wonder of the world. He who understands it, earns it; he who doesn’t, pays it.” Hopefully, you will
be one of the people who earns it.When you decide to put money into a bank, you are
essentially giving that bank a loan. The more money a bank receives from its customers, the
more money it can lend out to other customers and make a profit by charging them interest.
Because the bank is making money off their loans, they are going to pay you a small bit of
money for helping them out. For example, there are some online banks that have savings
accounts that will pay out a 2% interest rate6 (this is very high, and the majority of banks pay
less than 0.5%). This means that if you have $10,000 and put that money into the bank’s savings
account, they will pay you $200 (2% of $10,000= $200) over the course of the first year just for
keeping your money in their bank, leaving you with a total of $10,200. Then, next year, the bank
will not only give you another $200, they will give you 2% of your $10,200, or $204.Table 1.4.
Compound interest on $10,000 at 2% APR over six yearsTable 1.4 shows how quickly money
can grow by utilizing the power of compound interest. Compound interest is when you are
getting paid interest on not only the initial amount of money you started with, but also the interest
that has already been paid to you. Each year this person is making over $200 just by keeping the
money in the account. After six years, the person has made $1,261 without any effort! This may
not seem like a large amount, but if you start investing your money when you are young, and if
you can get a return of around 7% instead of 2%, you can save an incredible amount of money
for a more secure future. Most importantly, this should show you that it is possible to turn your
money into more money just by depositing it or investing it in the right place. We’ll cover this in
greater detail later, but just know that interest is not always evil.HOW IT WORKS:
INTERESTCharlotte just graduated from college. Go, Charlotte. Charlotte has the average



amount of debt for student borrowers, which was $37,584 as of April 2020.7 Charlotte also has
the average interest rate (APR) for student loans, which is currently 5.8%.8Table 1.5. Interest on
the average student loan debt, 2020Money borrowedAPRInterest per yearInterest per month
$37,5845.8%$2,180 ($37,584 × 5.8%)$182 per month ($2,180 ÷ 12 months)Let’s look at Table
1.5 to see how much she is having to pay in interest. Poor Charlotte would need to pay $182 per
month just to keep her student loan debt at $37,584. Again, if she pays $182 per month, her debt
will not go down. She will just pay $182 per month forever, and she will always owe $37,584. So
how much does Charlotte need to pay per month to get rid of this debt in a realistic time period?
Table 1.6. How different monthly payments affect total paidMoney borrowedAPRMonthly
paymentsYears to pay offAmount paid in interestTotal paid$37,5845.8%$182NeverInfiniteInfinite
$37,5845.8%$20041.3$61,511$99,095$37,5845.8%$30016.1$20,291$57,875$37,5845.8%
$5007.8$9,233$46,817$37,5845.8%$7504.8$5,557$43,141Table 1.6 demonstrates how
different monthly payments will affect the time it will take to pay off the loan, and how much she
will pay in interest. The lesson here is to pay off your debts as fast as you can if you want to avoid
paying more. Look at the difference in interest paid between $200 a month and $300 a month;
paying only $100 more per month will end up saving Charlotte over $40,000 in interest! Don’t
just fall for low monthly payments. It may sound nice to pay less per month now, but it will cost
you greatly in the long run. Also, no one wants to still be paying off their student loans when they
are in their fifties or sixties. If Charlotte chooses to only pay $200 a month, it will take her over 40
years to pay off her student loans!PERSONAL CONNECTION: LEARNING INTEREST THE
HARD WAYIn May 2009 I became the first person in my family to graduate from college. Go, me.
Like many twenty-one-year-olds, I thought I was one of the smartest people on the planet. Like
many twenty-one-year-olds, I was a fool. Despite graduating from college, I still did not know
what interest or interest rates were. I could confidently discuss the themes of free will, family, and
sin in John Steinbeck’s East of Eden, but I couldn’t calculate the monthly interest on my student
loans.I owed $25,000 in student loans at 6.8% interest. The only thing I knew was that I owed
$25,000; because I did not understand what interest was, I just assumed it was unimportant and
wouldn’t be a factor in my repayment. I had a brilliant plan. I would pay $200 a month, or $2,400
a year, for 10 years and five months, which adds up to exactly $25,000. Now that you have read
this chapter and understand interest, you probably see the harsh reality that smacked me in my
ignorant face.After five months, I had paid $1,000 toward my loans, so I was expecting to see my
remaining balance reduced to $24,000. When I checked my account, I saw that I still owed
$24,700. I had given them $1,000 but my loans had only dropped $300! I rage-called my loan
provider and rage-accused them of scamming and deceit. How dare they try to pull a fast one on
me when they know I’m a super smart college graduate?And that, readers, is how I first learned
about interest rates and the cost of borrowing money. I also learned that you should be nice to
your loan provider, because they have to deal with raging, often-ignorant borrowers all day
long.KEY TAKEAWAYS: INTERESTWhen you borrow money, you need to pay back more than
the original amount because of interest.When you borrow money, you want the lowest interest



rate possible. The higher the interest rate, the more you will need to pay back.Because of
interest, the faster you can pay off a loan, the less you will pay overall. Although low monthly
payments sound nice, making a higher monthly payment will save you money.Interest is not
always a bad thing. You can make a profit from interest when you put your money into a
bank.BUILD YOUR SKILLS: INTERESTGo to and use the compound interest calculator to
complete these exercises. The answers to the questions can be found in the back of the book.If
you start with an initial investment of $5,000 and contribute an additional $100 every month with
an estimated interest rate of 3%, how much money would you have after five years? Assume the
interest would be compounded annually.Let’s say you are eighteen years old and have a goal of
saving $10,000 by the time you are twenty-two. You have found an account that offers a 3%
interest rate. You start with an initial investment of $4,000 and plan to deposit $100 every month
for those four years. Will you meet your $10,000 goal by the time you are twenty-two?When you
graduate high school, your strange but wealthy uncle gives you $3,000. You decide to invest that
money, and it is going to grow at a rate of anywhere between 3% and 7%. To see the range of
interest rates, you need to enter “5” for the estimated interest rate, and you need to enter “2” for
the interest rate variance range. If you do not add any additional money to that account and just
let the $3,000 accrue interest, how much money would you have after 10 years with a 3%
return? 5%? 7%?For this last question, use a regular calculator instead of the interest calculator.
If you borrow $6,000 to pay for a car with an APR of 8%, how much interest accrues (grows) in
the first month?_____________5 Note that the 10% APR shown here is only an example; your
APR will depend on a number of factors (mainly your credit score), which will be discussed in
the chapter on credit.6 Interest rates for banks are largely determined by the Federal Reserve,
and they change with time, so you can’t expect to always get this particular rate.7 Jaleesa
Bustamante, “Student Loan Debt Statistics,” , April 12, 2020, .8 Kim Dancy and Alexander Holt,
“In the Interest of Few: The Regressive Benefits of Federal Student Loan Refinancing,” New
America Policy Paper, June 20, 2017, .
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Darryl Thomas, “Also Teaches Adults how to Adult. Graduating high school, the only thing I knew
about finances was that if I worked hard enough (not smart), I could eventually get a pension
and retire. I didn't even know how interest worked (cringe). You could have told me that a 401k
was a special type of gold, and I would have been none the wiser. I decided to do something
about it and picked up a couple of books about finances, and this one was my favorite. If I read
this book in my teens or early 20s, I would be much closer to that elusive retirement goal, and I
would have given away much less money in interest payments. I also set up my first 401k: better
late than never.I give the author serious credit for explaining some very complex terms in a
format that is easily comprehensible and entertaining. I think the complexity of finances scares a
lot of people, and I was definitely one of them. Though I won't be giving anyone financial
advisement anytime soon, I will 100% recommended this book. Two thumbs up.”

AJ, “Great personal advice for young people. This is the book I wish I had when I was 16. The
only thing I remember regarding personal finance was in junior high where we had a class that
taught us how to balance a check book, but who actually does that anymore? What silliness!
This book is concise and easy-to-follow, and, as someone who has a career in finance and
accounting, I am happy that he immediately begins by introducing the extremely important
concept of interest, which can really end up screwing you over if you don't understand it from the
beginning and keep tabs on it (especially credit cards, oof!)It's also good that Mr. Cousineau lays
out the pros and cons of buying vs renting, as even high level CPAs that I've worked with still
argue which is more valuable. Ultimately, it depends on your lifestyle and what you want out in
the long run, and therefore no one should ever feel particularly bad for making a decision to rent
or buy on other's opinions alone.Lastly, the auto purchasing section is important as well, as I
detest having to go to dealerships and haggle with the sleazy salespeople. I know I got hosed
the first time I bought a car because I didn't know what I was doing and let them walk all over me,
even though I thought I was playing tough. "Don't be afraid to walk" is as important as any phrase
in the book, because it could save you thousands of dollars at the time of purchase AND
thousands of dollars in long-term interest.Overall, this is a fine introductory personal finance
guide by Jake Cousineau, who I am sure will expand his oeuvre in instructing young people the
basics of adulthood in a rapidly developing, technologically advanced 21st century.”

Max, “Great financial crash course for young people. Great book! Very accessible for target
audience. Bought it for my son, who you might say is a real bozo when it comes to money. Even
he seems to get it. Hoping that the concepts will stick and help him take a big step toward
financial independence (and me toward being able to afford a new boat when I don’t have to
support him!)”

Elizabeth, “Amazing Book - Helping Me Adult in my 30s. How to Adult: Personal Finance for the



Real World is a game-changer! The author does a phenomenal job of breaking down big
concepts (budgeting, credit cards, interest, insurance, savings) really tangible through great
examples. One thing I really liked about this book is that every section has keywords and key
ideas you are going to cover and at the end of the chapter having discussion questions.As
someone in her early 30s, I found this book to be incredibly helpful and informative - truly wish I
would have had this book in my early 20s! I have learned so much and already started
implementing strategies to continue to build my wealth. The author does a great of injecting
humor and making finance actually fun!Wish I could give this 10 stars!”

ari, “A lot of information & Super easy to follow.. I got this book as an attempt to better
understand "finance". The thing is, I didnt really understand what that word meant in the context
of school, work and just life in general. I think this book is a great start to begin building building
an understanding. Its very easy to follow, the author use occasional anecdotes from his personal
experience that I feel we could relate to at one point or another. Additionally, he provides these
small end of chapter quizzes to see if we actually understand the message he is trying to
convey.As a grad student, I feel that I have definitely pushed my "finances" to back burner and
prioritized school but after reading this book I have an idea of where to start when my role as a
student ends.But yeah, great book and its easy to follow.”

kenneth kang, “Bought this for my niece about to graduate from college. I go this book for my
niece. I'm impressed by how quickly she was able to learn just after a few chapters. Its' neat how
at the end of each chapter there's like a "build your skills" section that she could use to test her
knowledge and actively learn. I made a lot of dumb mistakes when I was her age when it came
to finances. I totally wish I read something like this when I was her age.”

Oscar Ruiz, “Good read. Very informative book, wish I had this book before going to college and
collecting a huge debt! The financing section put the words into my mouth on how to budget and
to stay organized in the real world. Something college doesn’t tell you about!”

Barbara L, “Don't gamble with your financial future.... Your best bet is to invest in this book!Jake's
financial literacy advice mixed with life experiences, and humor will serve you well.Initially, I
planned to share this book with my grandchildren (ages 12 & 10) to start them thinking about
their own financial journeys.But as a new retiree, I discovered Jake's advice, in chapter 9
"Retirement", echoed my mother's advice. "Always pay yourself first!" translation-start saving for
retirement, NOW! (I'm glad I listened.)Even though this book's primary audience is students and
young professionals, it really can be referenced by ALL adults - talk about getting more bang for
your buck!I highly recommend this book!Barbara L”

Jtoye, “straight to the point and very well laid out finance book for all. Read this if you want to
navigate the complex world of personal finance. Explains, illustrates with great example. Also,



unlike most other finance book, it is not boring. Congratulations to the author.”

The book by Jake Cousineau has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 179 people have provided feedback.
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